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Convertible Fund First Quarter 2016 Report
OVERVIEW
The fund invests primarily in convertible
securities of U.S. companies that are
diversified across market sector and credit
quality.

Key Drivers of Performance
»»  The fund had a loss in a volatile first-quarter convertible market where more growth-oriented health care and information technology sectors struggled.
»»  The fund was underweight to more defensive names, which benefited most from the rally in the second half of the quarter. We favored more growth		 oriented investments.
»»  We are positioned based on our top-down views and we are cautious but not defensive. We are focused on the more balanced convertibles, which we

KEY FEATURES
»» Leverage more than three decades
of research in convertible security
investing

		 believe can be beneficial in a volatile market as they more likely to limit losses in down markets and participate in up markets.

Market Overview

»» A
 portfolio diversified across
market sector and credit quality
emphasizing mid-sized companies
with higher-quality balance sheets

»»  The U.S. convertible market posted a loss in the quarter amidst heightened volatility in the convertible and equity markets.

»» S eeks to provide upside
participation in equity markets with
less exposure to downside than
an equity-only portfolio over a full
market cycle

»»  Convertible market sectors diverged in the quarter. Defensive sectors including utilities (+12.47%) and consumer staples (+11.79%) led, while health

PORTFOLIO FIT
The fund offers a way to potentially
manage risk alongside an equity
allocation with securities that participate
in upside equity movements with limited
downside participation.
FUND TICKER SYMBOLS
A Shares
C Shares
I Shares
CCVIX
CCVCX
CICVX

There can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve
its investment objective.

»»  The underlying stocks of convertibles lost 4.77% in large part because of the struggling health care and information technology sectors, which have
		 considerable weight in the convertible market.
		 care (-9.43%), energy (-2.91%) and technology (-2.80%) trailed. Investment grade convertibles (+1.32%) outperformed speculatively rated issues (-0.75%).
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10-YEAR
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Calamos Convertible Fund
I shares – at NAV

-3.22%

-3.22%

-8.00%

3.49%

2.76%

4.47%

7.08%

N/A

A shares – at NAV

-3.35

-3.35

-8.26

3.24

2.48

4.21

N/A

8.76%

A shares – Load adjusted

-7.94

-7.94

-12.63

1.58

1.49

3.70

N/A

8.58

BofA ML All U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA0)

-1.56

-1.56

-7.30

6.66

6.25

5.96

6.82

N/A

S&P 500 Index

1.35

1.35

1.78

11.82

11.58

7.01

6.54

10.58

Value Line Convertible Index

-3.00

-3.00

-9.98

4.42

5.73

6.89

6.23

8.19

Performance data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. You can
obtain performance data current to the most recent month end by visiting www.calamos.com.
The principal value and return of an investment will fluctuate so that your shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Performance reflected
at NAV does not include the Fund’s maximum front-end sales load of 4.75% had it been included, the Fund’s return would have been lower.
Returns for periods greater than 12 months are annualized. Calendar year returns measure net investment income and capital gain or loss from portfolio investments for each period specified.
Average annual total return measures net investment income and capital gain or loss from portfolio investments as an annualized average. All performance shown assumes reinvestment of dividends
and capital gains distributions. In calculating net investment income, all applicable fees and expenses are deducted from the returns. The Fund also offers Class B and C Shares, the performance of
which may vary. As of the prospectus dated 2/29/16, the Fund’s gross expense ratios for Class A shares is 1.13% Class B and C shares is 1.88%; and Class I shares is 0.88%, respectively.
The offering price for Class I shares is the NAV per share with no initial sales charge. There are no contingent deferred sales charges or distribution or service fees with respect to Class I shares. The
minimum initial investment required to purchase each Fund’s Class I shares is $1 million. Class I shares are offered primarily for direct investment by investors through certain tax-exempt retirement
plans (including 401(k) plans, 457 plans, employer-sponsored 403(b) plans, profit sharing and money purchase pension plans, defined benefit plans and non qualified deferred compensation
plans) and by institutional clients, provided such plans or clients have assets of at least $1 million. Class I shares may also be offered to certain other entities or programs, including, but not limited
to, investment companies, under certain circumstances.
NOT FDIC INSURED | MAY LOSE VALUE | NO BANK GUARANTEE
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FUND HOLDINGS – CONTRIBUTORS
FIRM NAME

% OF FUND

FIRM PROFILE

ANALYSIS

Tyson Foods, Inc.

1.7%*

Tyson is a global food company that processes chicken, beef, pork and

Shares rose to an all-time high during the quarter after the company posted better

prepared foods. The company offers its products under the Tyson, Jimmy

than expected earnings and raised its full year profit forecast amidst increased

Dean, Hillshire Farm, Sara Lee, Ball Park, Wright, Aidells, State Fair, Van's,

production expectations. The convertible is poised for continued upside participation

Chef Pierre, Gallo Salame and Golden Island brands.

with the underlying stock. With its current dividend yield above 3%, the convertible
also provides a favorable yield advantage over the common stock that yields less
than 1%.

NVIDIA Corp.

2.2%

NVIDIA is a visual computing company in the U.S., Taiwan, China, the

The company posted record quarterly revenue amid strong demand for its gaming

rest of Asia Pacific, Europe, and other Americas. Headquartered in Santa

and virtual reality related graphics hardware. The stock and convertible also

Clara, California, the company sells its graphic chips primarily to original

responded positively to news that NVIDIA was cleared of patent infringement

equipment manufacturers, original design manufacturers, system builders,

lawsuit. The convertible is poised for continued participation with the underlying

motherboard manufacturers, add-in board manufacturers, and retailers/

stock and is rated BB+ by Standard & Poor’s.

distributors. The company’s products are used in gaming, enterprise, high
performance computing and cloud, and automotive markets.

FUND HOLDINGS – DETRACTORS
FIRM NAME

% OF FUND

FIRM PROFILE

ANALYSIS

Allergan, PLC

4.3%

Allergan is a specialty pharmaceutical company that develops,

Allergan struggled along with the rest of the health care sector in the first quarter.

manufactures, markets, and distributes medical aesthetics, biosimilar,

Shares were held back late in the quarter amid uncertainty regarding its proposed

and pharmaceutical products worldwide. The company’s products

merger with Pfizer. We believe the stock is attractively valued and are encouraged

provide treatment for the central nervous system, gastroenterology,

by its strengthened balance sheet after the sale of its generic drugs business to Teva

women’s health and urology, ophthalmology, neurosciences, and

Pharmaceuticals. The convertible has opportunity to advance with the common

medical aesthetics, dermatology, plastic surgery, glaucoma and dry eyes.

stock and offers an attractive 6.5% yield versus the common stock, which does not
pay a dividend.

LinkedIn Corp.

2.7%

LinkedIn operates a global online professional network that allows

In its February earnings release, the company significantly lowered revenue

members to create, manage, share and collaborate online. Additionally,

guidance and canceled an online advertising system that analysts previously

the company provides talent solutions that enable organizations to find

believed would create significant growth. The convertible we owned fell just 10%

qualified job candidates. The company also offers online education

while the stock plummeted 44% on the day of the release, a good example of how

courses for professionals. In addition to its Web site, LinkedIn has

convertibles can help manage risk. We maintained a position in the company as

social selling applications called LinkedIn Sales Navigator and LinkedIn

we believe the stock to be attractively priced. The 0.5% coupon on the convertible

Profinder.

offers a yield advantage versus the common stock, which does not pay a dividend.
The convertible is rated BB+ by S&P.

*as of 2/29/16

Past Performance does not guarantee future results. Please see additional disclosures on last page.
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Outlook

SECTOR POSITIONING
SECTOR WEIGHTINGS 		
AS OF 3/31/16
OVER/UNDERWEIGHT VS. VXA0

We believe the U.S. is in a slow-growth economic phase and that

QUARTER TO
QUARTER CHANGE

convertibles will continue to increase through bouts of equity volatility.
Fuel for possible volatility includes contentious politics ahead of U.S.
November elections, the U.K.’s upcoming vote on a potential withdrawal

Information Technology

30.2%

Health Care
Consumer Discretionary
Financials

demands, and China’s efforts to stabilize its markets and economy.

Energy

2.9%

Utilities

2.7%

Telecommunication Services

2.1%

Industrials

1.9%

Consumer Staples

1.7%

environment given the central bank’s focus on monitoring global
developments when making interest rate decisions. We are investing with

Materials

an eye to risk management because of the potential for volatile markets.

16.5%

1.0%

-2.1%
-1.2%

1.4%

17.2%

from the European Union, uncertainty around oil prices and global
Investors believe that the Fed will continue to support the slow-growth

-0.1%

20.2%

5.9%

-2.0%
1.3%

-2.3%
-0.4%

-2.1%
-1.3%
-0.2%

0.5%
0.3%
0.2%

-2.5%
-1.6%
-0.8%

0.1%
0.5%

Relative to stocks and traditional fixed income securities, convertibles
can provide unique advantages in volatile markets as long-term investors
may potentially benefit from narrowing credit spreads, a rebound in
convertibles’ underlying equities, and improving convertible valuations.

Sector weightings exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or instruments on broad indexes the portfolio may hold. Holdings and
weightings are subject to change daily. You can obtain a complete list of holdings by visiting www.calamos.com. Please see additional disclosures on last page.

staples, industrials, and telecommunication services. We remain positive on the consumer discretionary sector where electric
car innovation is disrupting the traditional auto market while the U.S. consumer stands to benefit from higher wages, lower
unemployment, and lower gasoline and natural gas prices that combined can create wealth. We are selective with health care

Positioning

because of regulatory and political pressures. Our investments in the sector are driven by long term secular themes including

We are positioned based on our top-down views and we are cautious

Medicaid expansion, health care utilization changes, home health trends, personalized medicine and genome sequencing. We

but not defensive. We are focused on the more balanced convertibles,

are taking a cautious approach to the cyclical sectors (energy, materials, industrials) because of weak fundamentals, but we have

which we believe can be beneficial in a volatile market as they more likely

opportunistically added marginally to these sectors given improving capital flows, attractive long-term valuations and positive

to limit losses in down markets and participate in up markets. Within the

fundamentals.

more credit-sensitive structures, we favor higher-quality balance sheets
and companies with improving credit profiles. Within the equity sensitive-

In terms of changes to the fund, we reduced exposure in the information technology sector by selling companies in the

structures, we are mindful of valuation. In this low-growth environment,

technology hardware, storage and peripherals, and semiconductors industries. In the consumer discretionary sector, we trimmed

companies with strong balance sheets that generate above average

investments in specialty stores and home furnishing retail. We added investments in the diversified REITs industry within the

organic growth have typically been rewarded by investors and that is

financials sector.

where we are maintaining our focus.
From an economic sector perspective, our largest allocations have gone
toward information technology, health care, financials and consumer
discretionary and the lightest allocations are to materials, consumer
Past Performance does not guarantee future results. Please see additional disclosures on last page.
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Fund Quarterly Attribution
				
CONSUMER

ENERGY

MATERIALS

INDUSTRIALS DISCRETIONARY

CONSUMER			
STAPLES
HEALTH CARE FINANCIALS

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

TELECOM
SERVICES

UTILITIES

CONVERTIBLE FUND VERSUS BOFA ML ALL U.S. CONVERTIBLES INDEX (%)

Value Added
from Sector
Value Added from

-0.15

-0.08

-0.04

0.05

-0.20

-0.14

-0.14

-0.03

-0.04

-0.16

-0.30

-0.02

-0.06

-0.10

0.15

0.11

0.16

-0.29

-0.07

-0.03

Selection & Interaction
Total Added Value
-0.44

-0.10

-0.10

-0.05

-0.05

-0.04

0.02

-0.32

-0.11

-0.19

SECTOR WEIGHTS (AVERAGE % WEIGHT DURING THE QUARTER)

Convertible Fund

2.90

0.54

1.79

17.76

1.57

21.34

15.56

29.82

2.03

2.53

BofA ML All U.S.
Convertibles Index
Over/underweight

4.61

1.62

4.40

11.02

3.12

19.57

19.17

30.25

2.45

3.80

-1.71

-1.08

-2.61

6.74

-1.55

1.78

-3.61

-0.43

-0.42

-1.27

SECTOR RETURNS (%)

Convertible Fund

-11.47

0.95

-2.51

-1.07

23.82

-8.53

3.19

-4.04

5.55

10.43

BofA ML All U.S.
Convertibles Index

-0.32

6.17

0.65

-0.49

11.90

-8.99

2.11

-3.04

8.74

11.76

Relative Return

-11.15

-5.22

-3.16

-0.58

11.92

0.46

1.08

-1.00

-3.19

-1.33

Calculations may be subject to rounding.

The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication
and are subject to change due to changes in the market or
economic conditions and may not necessarily come to pass.
Information contained herein is for informational purposes
only and should not be considered investment advice.
Portfolios are managed according to their respective
strategies which may differ significantly in terms of security holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocation
from those of the benchmark(s). Portfolio performance,
characteristics and volatility may differ from the
benchmark(s) shown.
Index Definitions
The BofA ML All U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA0) is comprised
of approximately 700 issues of only convertible bonds and
preferreds of all qualities.
The S&P 500 Index is considered representative of the U.S. equity market. Value Line Convertible Index is an equally weighted
index of the largest convertibles. The Russell 2000 Index is a
small-cap stock market index of the bottom 2,000 stocks in the
Russell 3000 Index.
Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any and
all distributions and, unlike fund returns, do not reflect fees,
expenses or sales charges. Investors cannot invest directly in
an index.
Important Risk Information. An investment in the Fund(s) is
subject to risks, and you could lose money on your investment
in the Fund(s). There can be no assurance that the Fund(s)
will achieve its investment objective. Your investment in
the Fund(s) is not a deposit in a bank and is not insured or
guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) or any other government agency. The risks associated
with an investment in the Fund(s) can increase during times
of significant market volatility. The Fund(s) also has specific
principal risks, which are described below. More detailed
information regarding these risks can be found in the Fund’s
prospectus.
The principal risks of investing in the Calamos Convertibe
Fund include: convertible securities risk consisting of the
potential for a decline in value during periods of rising interest
rates and the risk of the borrower to miss payments, synthetic
convertible instruments risk consisting of fluctuations inconsistent with a convertible security and the risk of components
expiring worthless, foreign securities risk, equity securities
risk, interest rate risk, credit risk, high yield risk, portfolio
selection risk and liquidity risk.
As a result of political or economic instability in foreign
countries, there can be special risks associated with investing
in foreign securities, including fluctuations in currency exchange rates, increased price volatility and difficulty obtaining
information. In addition, emerging markets may present additional risk due to potential for greater economic and political
instability in less developed countries.
Before investing carefully consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. Please
see the prospectus and summary prospectus containing
this and other information or call 1-800-582-6959. Read
it carefully before investing.

Calamos Financial Services LLC, Distributor
2020 Calamos Court | Naperville, IL 60563-2787
800.582.6959 | www.calamos.com | caminfo@calamos.com
© 2016 Calamos Investments LLC. All Rights Reserved. Calamos®
and Calamos Investments® are registered trademarks of Calamos
Investments LLC.
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